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Vision

Nurture competent professionals to

become outstanding leaders and

managers with values.

Mission

To provide requisite managerial, social

and communication skill sets to make

our graduates readily employable.

To foster and strengthen linkages with

the industry & other leading business

organizations.

To mentor slow learners and socially

disadvantaged students.

To strengthen and further the research

and consultancy initiatives.

To attain one of the top positions

among the leading B-Schools.

About SoM-NITK

School of Management (SoM) began its journey

in the year 1989-90. Till the academic year

2007-08, the School of Management has

exclusively been a supporting institute with

some core and some other elective courses

offered to the B.Tech program students, being

thoroughly grounded in the Social Sciences, the

school was well poised to take off–a new

venture into Management Studies. The school

thus started a new Post-Graduate programme,

Master of Business Administration (MBA) in the

academic year 2007-08. This program was

designed to meet the increasing demand for

quality manpower in the global business

scenario and has been well received.

School of Management | NITK
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"Management is, above all, a practice where art, science, and craft meet." said
Henry Mintzberg.
Innovative, creative and pragmatic are the words that define our students.
The MBA programme at School of Management, NITK, administers quality
management education to aspiring managers for moulding them as
competent professionals and good human beings. The MBA curriculum is
highly contemporary and is reviewed regularly by acclaimed academicians and
industrialists in the country. Various guest lectures are organized to provide a
broader outlook of various academic and contemporary topics. Apart from
academic endeavors, our students also display exemplary leadership, team
spirit and dedication in organizing and participating in various fests and sports
events.
We at NITK believe that placements would provide an opportunity to our MBA
students to get a blend of both classroom learning and corporate experience.
Equipped with excellent skill sets, our students are ready to enter the
corporate world and take on the challenges to explore new possibilities. I
earnestly hope that your esteemed organization would consider our MBA
students for placements during this academic year.
It gives me immense pleasure to cordially invite your organization, for
placements of the MBA batch of 2017-19.

Message from Head, SoM
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NITK has a legacy of being one of the top professional institutes of the
country, especially when it comes to the internships and placement of its
students. NITK students have been procuring excellent internships and
placements in reputed companies, some with even international offers. The
academic year 2017-2018 has witnessed excellent internships and placements
for our students. I sincerely thank all the companies that came to NITK for
recruitments, our students are brilliant academically and admirable in extra
and co-curricular activities exposed to both technical and managerial skills.
The Career Development Centre, NITK hopes to make the year 2018-19 also a
memorable one from the Internship and placement perspective, and will
continue its efforts in the direction.
MBA program of NITK is run by School of Management (SoM); the selection
process is rigorous on basis of a valid CAT/GMAT score. Students in the
program come from diverse backgrounds. School of Management is
continuously striving to update and put up a strong curriculum relevant to the
present day corporate requirements. NITK has signed MoU’s with reputed
international schools of business and management, there are active student
exchange programs as a part of these MoU’s, which can provide excellent
opportunity to the students to learn new and contemporary skills. We ensure
that the MBA degree offered at NITK is on par with other reputed business
schools in India and abroad.
I cordially invite all the companies to participate in our recruitment process
and give our MBA students- the budding managers, an opportunity to be the
part of their success stories. I assure the recruiting companies that their
efforts will be worthwhile and our students will be assets to their companies.

Message from Chairman, CDC
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Master of Business Administration (MBA) is the flagship programme of School
of management. It is designed to enable young professionals to master a level
of knowledge in business management instilling the ability and confidence to
speak in terms of business perspective. It endeavors the potential managers
to think like business managers with Case Study Based Approaches and
Assignments to make learning interesting and innovative.
Academicians in NITK with extensive teaching experience and research
experience groom the raw talents into business managers. The course
curriculum has been designed with consultation of industry requirements and
it is updated at regular intervals. The recent developments are introduction of
Term Paper and a wide range of General Electives to encompass a wider
knowledge arena.
In view of Communication skills, students have courses designed with
enhancement of oral and written skills with special emphasis on presentation
and discussion skills.

Admission Procedure
Admission to the programme is based on Scores obtained in Common
Admission Test (CAT) followed by group discussion and interviews. Adequate
weightage is given to the candidates having work experience in the admission
process. NITK MBA is a young programme but the recent years have seen a
surge in the quality of student intake.

MBA at NITK
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The program provides the students an opportunity to have an experience of
working with the students from the partner institutions with different culture
and background. The program commences in 2 legs, one in India and the other
in abroad, it includes classroom sessions, industrial visits, and group projects.
The participants get an exposure to the aspects of business and management
from the pedagogy as well as to the culture and socio-legal differences that
exist in a broader international scenario.

Signing of MoU has been initiated with two reputed universities:
• Marshall School of Business, University of South California, USA
• D’Amore- McKim School of Business, Northeastern University, USA

International Exposure

Summer University Program is coordinated by the School of Management,
NITK and the institute has MoUs with two international universities:
• School of Business and Engineering, HEIG-VD University, Switzerland
• Beijing Institute of Technology, China
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Course Structure
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Course Overview
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Dr. S Pavan Kumar

Head-SoM

Ph.D | M.Tech

Dr. Ritanjali Majhi

Associate Professor

Ph.D

Dr. Bijuna C Mohan

Assistant Professor

Ph.D | MBA | B.Sc

Prof. Aloysius Henry Sequeira

Dean (Faculty Welfare) & Professor

Ph.D | M.Tech

Dr. Shashikantha Koudur

Associate Professor

Ph.D | M.Phil | M.A

Dr. Dhishna P

Assistant Professor

Ph.D | M.Phil | PGDCA | PGECL

Prof. Kiran K B

Professor

Ph.D | M.Phil | M.A

Dr. Sheena

Associate Professor

Ph.D | M.Com | MBA

Dr. Gopalakrishna B V

Assistant Professor

Ph.D | MBA | M.A 

Faculty
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Dr. Pradyot Ranjan Jena

Assistant Professor

Ph.D

Dr. Savita Bhat

Assistant Professor

Ph.D | B.E

Dr. Rajesh Acharya H

Assistant Professor

Ph.D | M.A 

Dr. Sreejith Alathur

Assistant Professor

Ph.D | M.Tech | MBA

Dr. Rajashree S Kini

Assistant Professor

Ph.D | MBA (Fin.) | LLM | PGDIT

Dr. Rashmi Uchil

Assistant Professor

Ph.D | PGPBM | B.Com

Dr. Suprabha K R

Assistant Professor

Ph.D | MBA | BBM
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Batch Segmentation
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SOM Batch of

2017-2019
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Abhinaya U
Marketing | Human Resources

Octaplus Medicare | Marketing

B.Tech, Computer Science & Engg,
Visveswaraya Technical University, KA

Achievements 

abhinaya-u

Represented NITK in Summer university 
program 2018, held in India & China

An active member in organizing various 
college fests and events

Member, tHRive & Promotion team, 
BIzwaves'17 | NITK

Completed Young Leader's Summit | 
IIM-B

Adarsh K V
Marketing | Operations

Octaplus Medicare | Marketing

B.Com, Mangalore University, KA

Achievements 

adarshkv

Coordinator of Promotions Team, 
Bizwaves’18 | NITK
Member, Game of Finance & 
Promotions team, Bizwaves’17 | NITK

Aditya Pratap Singh
Marketing | Analytics

Raletta Technology | Marketing

Achievements 

adityapratapsingh19

Convener, Bizwaves'18 | NITK

Co-Coordinator, Game of Finance, 
Bizwaves’17 | NITK
Digital Garage Certification | Google

Awarded as 'Best Leader' in School

B.Com, Lucknow University, UP

“I’m mature and positive

individual, striving to

achieve the highest

standard possible, at any

given task. I possess

excellent communication

skills and have the ability

& experience to relating

to wide range of people. I

enjoy learning new things

and have the ability to

remain good-humored

and unflappable under

pressure. I’ve developed

working relationships

with students from

InternationalUniversities.”

“I have a clear, logical

mind with a practical

approach to problem

solving and a drive to see

new things through to

completion. I like to

overcome challenges and

have genuine interest in

Management. I gained

relevant experience during

my recent internship,

acquiring valuable insight

into development and

implementation of digital

marketing campaigns.”

“I believe I am a

persevering, proficient

and a self motivated

individual with great

communication skills

while I enjoy being a team

player who likes to have a

clear plan of action. I

strongly believe in being a

well cut and dried

individual with a quick

solution approach.”
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Arun Kumar K N
Finance | Marketing

Coirflex | Finance

B.B.A, Kannur University, KL

arun-kumar-k-n

Elissa Bedamatta
Human Resources | Marketing

NALCO | Human Resources

B.B.A, Biju Patnaik Univ. of Tech., OR

elissabedamatta28

Femina D’Souza
Finance | Operations

MRPL | Finance

feminadelane

B.Com, Mangalore University, KA

Achievements 

Chairman, College Union 2015-16

Executive Member, Finance Event, 
Bizwaves'18 | NITK

Member, Game of Finance, 
Bizwaves'17 | NITK

Achievements 

Digital Unlocked Certification in Digital 
Marketing | Google

Certification in Organizational Design | 
IIM-B (Ongoing)

Won 1st prize in presenting a seminar-
“Indian Economic Scenario, Growth & 
Change”
Presented seminar on “ New Mandates 
For HRM” at HR Conclave

Achievements 

Member, 'Game of Finance', 
Bizwaves'17 | NITK

Basic MS Office Certification | ICS, 
Pompei Pre- Univ. College

Runner- Up: 'Imprints' | Alva's College

Organized 'Inno-Vission' | Alva's College

“I am a dedicated,

organized and methodical

individual. I have good

interpersonal skills, am an

excellent team worker

and keen to learn and

develop new skills. I am

reliable and dependable

and often seek new

responsibilities within a

wide range of areas. I

have an active and

dynamic approach to

work and getting things

done. I am determined

and decisive as I actively

identify and develop

opportunities.”

“I am hardworking and

self motivated person

towards my work. I love to

accept and excel in

challenging leadership

position by applying

creative problem solving

and management skills. A

creative person who is

motivated by the desire to

achieve things. I am a

person with positive

attitude who believes in

positive action combined

with positive thinking

results in success.”

“I am a highly motivated

person, a quick learner

with a thirst for

knowledge & excellence. I

have good leadership

skills and am also creative

and artistic. I am

adaptable to new

environments and can

adjust my work for the

best outcome. I like to

face challenges and use

them to learn and grow

personally as well as

professionally. I believe

work with honesty and

dedication are the keys to

achieve greater heights.”

Presented a paper in 'Eng-Conf'| Alva's 
College
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Gladson Monteiro
Marketing | Operations

Octaplus Medicare | Marketing

6 months as Digital Advisor,
Octaplus Medicare, Mangalore

B.E, Mechanical Engineering,
Visvesaraya Technical University, KA

gladson-monteiro

Gourab Brahmachari
Finance | Analytics

Tata AIA | Finance

36 months as Software Engineer,
Oasis Electronics, Kolkata

B.Tech, Elec. & Comm. Engineering,
West Bengal Univ. of Tech., WB

gourabbrahmachari

Gowthami
Finance | Marketing

MRPL | Finance

gowthami-bhat

B.Com, Mangalore University, KA

Achievements 

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt certification 
| KPMG

Completed 90hrs on English language, 
Individual effectiveness and 
Organizational effectiveness | i-POINT

Achieved Bronze in 10th Karnataka 
State Level Philatelic Exhibition

Achieved Diploma in 10th India National 
Philatelic Exhibition

Achievements 

Project Management Training | IIM-I

Vocational Training on basic Television 
Engineering | Doordarshan

Summer Training Courses (Level-A) | 
BSNL

Participated in the state level Athletics 
and Badminton championship

Achievements 

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification 
| KPMG

NCC ‘C’ Certificate
Won ‘Best outgoing NCC cadet’ 
certificate

“My patience, hard work

and self- confidence help

me achieve my goals. My

nature enables me to

easily adapt to different

work environments. I

strive to work efficiently

as a team player and

effectively meet strict

deadlines.”

“My biggest strength is

self belief and to learn and

absorb that is positive in

others. I try to find

happiness in every work I

do and that motivates me

to work with honesty,

dedication and sincerity.”

“I worked in health care

field for six months. I've

successfully conducted

market research for

business development

and actively been part in

cracking business deals

for the company. I've

recently completed Lean

Six Sigma Green Belt

Course, which evidences

my commitment to learn

new ways to improve

business.”
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Harshitha Shetty
Finance | Marketing

MRPL | Finance

B.B.M, Mangalore University, KA

harshitha96

Krishna Prasad M
Finance | Analytics

Headout | Finance

12 months as Finance & Admin Officer,
Shri Anjaneya Technology, Mangalore

B.Com, Mangalore University, KA

krishnaprasadm1995

Kumar Rishi Kant
Operations | Analytics

Dalmia Bharat Group | Operations

kumarrishikant

42 months as Software Engineer,
The App Science, Noida

B.E, Information Technology,
RGP Vishwavidyalaya, MP

Achievements 

Member of Organizing committee for 
various Management fests

Member of Promotions team and ‘Game 
of Finance’ event of ‘Bizwaves'17’ | NITK

Completed Tally- ERP 9 with GST

Achievements 

Coordinator, Game of Finance, 
Bizwaves'18 | NITK

The Data Scientist’s Toolbox | Johns 
Hopkins University

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification 
| KPMG

CA- Common Proficiency Test (2013) | 
ICAI

Achievements 

Letter of Appreciation during my 
summer internship at Dalmia Bharat 
Group

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification 
| KPMG

“I am a person with

hardworking nature and I

work with a positive

attitude which inspires

me to enhance my skills. I

use my talents by putting

them into good use for

the benefit of the

organization that I work

for. I keep myself

dynamic, visionary and

competitive with the

changing scenario of the

world and to contribute

for the growth of

organization.”

“An intermediate Finance

knowledge and business

analytics aspirant looking

for an open workspace

where I can exhibit my

skills to the fullest. I am

positive and will always

uphold the spirit of the

team I work in.”

“Pursuing a Management

degree and with a job

experience in IT industry, I

have developed solid

management skills and

leadership; seeking a

management position to

bring forth innovative

ideas, analytical approach

along with superior

product knowledge and

organizational abilities.”

Awarded "Best Outgoing Student 2012-
13" | NSAM Pre-Univ. College
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Mahamood Salam Ali
Analytics | Marketing

VKC | Operations

B.Tech, Elec. & Comm. Engineering,
Kannur University, KL

mahamoodsalamali

Mili K Raj
Finance | Analytics

MRPL | Finance

10 months as Gen. Insurance Executive,
Newtech Services, Mangalore

B.Com, St. Agnes College, KA

miliraj

Md Jafaruddin
Finance | Marketing

MESCOM | Finance

m-jafar

B.Com, Mangalore University, KA

Achievements 

Alumni Coordinator 2017-18 | SoM-
NITK

Certified in Advanced Excel

Achievements 

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification 
| KPMG

Tally ERP 9 | GMAC Academy

Runner-Up in HR at a PG level fest

Achievements 

Executive Member of Finance & 
Promotions Team, Bizwaves'17 | NITK

“A quick learner with

corporate experience in

handling overseas clients.

A good team player with

excellent communication

skills and will do justice in

achieving self and

organization's goals.”

“I have proven myself as

an enthusiastic team

member and quality team

leader. I deliver dynamic

personality, which made

me fit for every

organizations that I

worked with. I strive to

acquire skills which will

help to boost me

professionally & personally.”

“I am very punctual and

dedicated towards my

work. I am a person who

firmly believes in positive

thinking in every aspect,

which motivates me to

accept various challenges

and opportunities. I also

prefer to work in teams

and like to learn from

others.”

Certified in Advanced Excel

Executive Member, Vipanan, 
BIzwaves'18 | NITK

Completed soft skills course & Interned 
as trainer
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Muhammed TMP
Operations | Analytics

Gasha Steels | Operations

B.Tech, Elec. & Comm. Engineering,
Kannur University, KL

muhammedtmp

Navitha Pereira
Human Resources | Operations

Elanic Services | Human Resources

B.Com, Computer Applications
Mahatma Gandhi Univ., KL

navitha27

Navya G Nayak
Finance | Marketing

MRPL | Finance

navya-govind

B.Com, Mangalore University, KA

Achievements 

Represented NITK in Summer university 
program 2018, held in India & China

Program coordinator, IEEE LBSCE 
Student Branch

Achievements 

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification 
| KPMG

Problem Solving with Excel Certification 
| PwC

Recruiting, Hiring & Onboarding 
Employees Certification | University of 
Minnesota

Managing Human and Social Capital 
Certification | University of Pennsylvania

Achievements 

Certificate course in Journalism with 
distinction

College Coordinator | NSS

NSS coordinator in Alvas Vishwa
Virasat Nudisiri held at ALVAS Institute, 
Mangalore

“Being very energetic,

adaptable to any sort of

work and work culture

and being reliable are the

strengths which keep me

going. I am a good team

player who likes being

involved in collaborative

projects.”

“I am an ambitious,

focused and hardworking

individual towards every

work that I do. I am

always energetic and

eager to learn new skills. I

am flexible with any

working hours and

location. I am always

motivated and I always

want to improve.”

“An ambitious and

persistent professional

with an aim to delve into

the field of Human

Resource Management.

I'm excellent at time

management and efficient

at scheduling tasks. I am

a good negotiator and a

productive multitasker.

My communication skills

and leadership qualities

make me an asset for any

organization.”

Runners Up Young Leaders' Summit | 
Vista, IIM-B

Coordinator, entHRal, Bizwaves'18 | 
NITK

PG Diploma in Embedded Systems
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Nishmitha N
Finance | Marketing

MRPL | Finance

B.Com, Mangalore University, KA

nishmitha-n

Prajna Pallavi
Finance | Marketing

Manipal Technologies | Marketing

B.B.M, Mangalore University, KA

prajnapallavi

Prathijna Rao K
Analytics | Marketing

Robert Bosch GmbH | Analytics

prathijnarao

B.Tech, Electrical Engineering,
Visvesaraya Technical University, KA

Achievements 

Representation in cultural & management 
fests

Certification in Microsoft Office

Attained distinction in graduation

Achievements 

Represented NITK in Summer university 
program 2018, held in India & China

Achieved overall proficiency in BBM

College coordinator | NSS

Achievements 

Represented NITK in Summer university 
program 2018, held in India

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification 
| KPMG

‘The Best Project’ award at EXPRO 
2015, NMAMIT Nitte

3rd in Science & Technology Quiz, Inst. 
of Engineers, Student's Chapter

“I’m a confident person

with quite effective

management, soft and

communication skills.

Mathematics, statistics &

analytical thinking are my

strong suits. I’m a quick

learner with consistently

good academic records. I

believe in taking on

challenges with prudence

and a positive attitude.”

“Self- motivated individual

seeking out for new

responsibilities & always

striving for quality in

everything I do. I am hard

working and look forward

to utilize as well as

constantly improve my

skills and knowledge.”

“I am a person with a

positive attitude. I have

the ability to work as an

individual and also as a

good team player. I am

hardworking, a good

communicator, and eager

to learn new things. I am

motivated to turn the

challenges I face into

opportunities & translate

my potential into

performance.”

Office Bearer to the College Student 
Council in 2010 and 2015
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Rashique S
Operations | Analytics

Western India Plywood | Operations

B.Tech, Elec. & Comm. Engineering,
Kannur University, KL

rashique-s

Ravi Shakti
Operations | Analytics

Dalmia Bharat Group | Operations

42 months as Software Engineer,
App Science, Noida

B.E, Computer Science & Engg.,
RGP Vishwavidyalaya, MP

ravishakti

Rishav Saha
Operations | Analytics

CueLearn | Operations

rishavsaha

36 months as Associate Consultant,
Capgemini, Hyderabad

B.Tech, Computer Science & Engg.,
West Bengal Univ. of Tech., WB

Achievements 

Represented NITK in Summer university 
program 2018, held in India & China

Achievements 

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification 
| KPMG

Member, Bizlytics, Bizwaves'17 | NITK

Profound knowledge of MS Office

Achievements 

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification 
| KPMG

ITIL V3 Certification| EXIN

Application Operations Star 
Appreciation Award in Digital Support 
Team | Capgemini

Completed Young Leader's Summit | 
IIM-B

“An experienced software

engineer with a rich

corporate exposure with

overseas clients. I’ve have

worked in a variety of

environments and proved

my ability to excel as a

team mate and handling

teams effectively. A very

planned and organized

person who likes to make

strategic decisions to

execute ideas efficiently.”

“Effort is important, but

where we focus that

effort makes all the

difference. I indeed focus

on both ‘hard work’ and
‘smart work’. I consider it
more effective when its

mutually Inclusive and It

includes commitment,

involvement, sincerity and

creativity, and hence

gives faster and easier

results.”

“My stint as a Software

Engineer have honed my

decision making ability

and industry insight. MBA

has been instrumental in

enhancing my skillset and

shaping up my technical

approach towards the

resolution of professional

challenges. Seeking an

adapt position within the

organization, that offers a

penchant for innovative

thinking.”

Domain Lead for AMS Project | 
Capgemini

Coordinated the group of Prof. Y Tianan
(BIT, China) for International Summer 
University'18

Active Member of NSS
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Riti Aggarwal
Marketing | Finance

Idea Cellular | Finance

M.Com, Banking & Busi. Economics,
Mohanlal Sukhadia University, RJ

ritiaggarwal

Roshni C
Marketing | Finance

SLMC Society | Marketing

B.B.M, Mangalore University, KA

roshnicrao

S Sandhya
Human Resources | Marketing

MRPL | Human Resources

sandhyahema

12 months as Assistant Professor, 
SK College of Engg., Gooty

M.Tech, Power Industrial Drives,
JN Technical University, AP

Achievements 

Represented NITK in Summer university 
program 2018, held in India & China

Achievements 

Award for distinction, St. Aloysius PU 
College Mangalore | Government of 
Karnataka

Award for distinction, SDM College of 
Business Management | Mangalore 
University

Certified Volunteer | National Service 
Scheme

Award in tourism with A+ grade 
Certificate

Achievements 

Executive Member, entHRal, 
Bizwaves’18 | NITK

“I am very open-minded

person who believes in

positivity and hard work. I

am determined and

highly motivated person

who is always ready to

accept challenges in life. I

strive to get my work

done on time and always

look forward to achieve

the best out of my

learnings.”

“I am always energetic,

active and eager to learn

new skills. I am creative in

thinking and I like to come

up with innovative ideas, I

believe in both smart work

and hard work, I am

always punctual for

organized events, work-

related or otherwise. I

always think positive, I am

confident and approach

new challenges with open

mind.”

“I am an enthusiastic, self-

motivated, reliable and

responsible person. I am a

good team player and

able to take instructions

from all levels and build

up long-lasting working

relationships with all

colleagues. I can work

well under pressure and

adhere to strict deadlines.

I am able to work well

both in a team

environment as well as

on my own initiative.”

Award in Research Methodology with 
A+ grade Certificate

Member, tHRive, Bizwaves’17 | NITK
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Sanath Bhaskar B
Human Resources | Marketing

UTC Bank | Human Resources

15 years as Trainer, T&D Dept., 
United Nations Dev. Program, Ethiopia

B.B.M, Mangalore University, KA

san79b

Siddharth Bhatnagar
Marketing | Operations

Arokee Online Solutions | Marketing

B.Tech, Mechanical Engineering,
Rajasthan Technical University, RJ

sbhatnagar612

Suraj Kumar Yadav
Marketing | Operations

BCCL | Marketing

suraj-kumar-yadav

B.A, Vinoba Bhave University, JH

Achievements 

Member, All India Mgmt. Association

CPM Certification | AIMA

Authorized Member | Harvard Business 
Educator Division

Member | CVC | Govt. of India

Achievements 

Coordinator, Vipanan, Bizwaves'18 | 
NITK

Introduction to Marketing Certification | 
University of Pennsylvania

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification 
| KPMG

Problem Solving with Excel Certification 
| PwC

Achievements 

Executive Member, Vipanan, 
Bizwaves'18 | NITK

Member, Game of Finance & Promotion 
Team, Bizwaves'17 | NITK

Secured 3rd Rank in University during 
graduation

“I am an HR specialist

with ample International

training and research

experience in a multi-

cultural and diverse work

environment, keen on

gaining managerial know-

how by bridging the

consulting skills with

corporate decisions. My

philosophy of work is:

Work to learn and learn

to work. I'd like to face

contemporary challenges

in consulting industry and

blend by competency by

taking timely decisions to

gain quality results.”

“I am enthusiastic, self-

motivated, responsible,

reliable and hard working

person. I am able to work

well both in teams as well

as leading it. I perform

well under pressure and

adhere to strict deadlines”

“I'm a pragmatic person

with a zeal in marketing, a

quick and constant learner

and an astute strategist

with strong analytical

skills. I'm a proven leader

and believe in the idea of

‘lead by example’ and due

to my strong work ethics

and communication skills,

I fit well in teams; being

creative, my out of the

box thinking help me

uncover different aspects

of a scenario. I handle

pressure with wit & grit. ”

Digital Garage & Digital Unlocked 
Certifications | Google

Flight School Certification | Twitter
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Swarnava Naskar
Finance | Marketing

Punjab National Bank | Finance

B.Tech, Information Technology,
West Bengal Univ. of Tech., WB

swarnava-naskar

Vargob Brahmachari
Finance | Analytics

Tata AIA | Finance

36 months as Software Engineer,
Oasis Electronics, Kolkata

B.Tech, Elec. & Comm. Engineering,
West Bengal Univ. of Tech., WB

vargobbrahmachari

Vijay M V
Analytics | Marketing

Ernst & Young | Analytics

vijaymv

12 months as Processing Officer,
In Solutions Global, Thrissur

B.Tech, Elec. & Comm. Engineering,
Kannur University, KL

Achievements 

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Certification 
| KPMG

Certification in MS Excel Workshop | 
IIM-B

Certification in Building a long- term 
equity portfolio Workshop | IIM-B

Pre- Eureka Workshop | E-Cell IIT-B

Achievements 

Achievements 

Qualified UGC-NET 2018 in 
Management

Coordinator of the Analytics team of 
Bizwaves | NITK

Certification in Advanced Excel | 
Internshala Training

Certification in Python | Udemy

“I am innovative in my

approach and curious for

finding new ways of

solving a problem. I do

not discriminate between

any works and love to do

with my full potential,

which helps me to gather

experience for various

environment. I have trust

in myself with which I

believe I can do anything

that a human can do.”

“I am a self-motivated

and hard-working person

who can instill confidence

in others and approach

new challenges with an

open mind. A dependable

person who is great at

time management. I

would like to utilize my

knowledge and skills to

uplift the organization

that I will work for and

thereby enhancing my

personal and professional

qualities.”

“I follow perseverance

purity and patience in life.

I do every work with

honesty and sincerity. My

strengths lies in self-

confidence, dedication &

commitment. I want to be

happy and make others

happy in life.”

Project Management Training | IIM-I

Vocational Training on basic Television 
Engineering | Doordarshan

Summer Training Courses (Level-A) | 
BSNL

Participated in the state level Athletics 
and Badminton championship

FIDE Rating of 1372 as rated by World 
Chess Federation

Member, Game of Finance, Bizwaves’17 
| NITK
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Corporate Speak

“The NITK MBA programme is very innovative- especially the industry interactions and
the student exchange programme with HEIG- VD and Beijing Institute of Technology. I
believe such interactions really develop a global perspective in the students. We were
very happy to interact with the students for their inquisitiveness and incisiveness. Their
questions ranged from markets, product portfolio, competition, renewable, social
responsibility and economic development of the vicinity. I am impressed with the deep
understanding and wide range of interests shown by the students. I wish them well for
their career.”

~ Mr. G. Yugandar
Vice President,

Nacelle

“On many occasions I have interacted with the NITK MBA students. The students have
commitment, entrepreneurship and positive attitude which helps them to be successful
professionals. The curriculum and activities at NITK are aligned with the current
business requirement and gives students an opportunity to focus on industry trends,
innovation, creativity and team-spirit. My best wishes to the students in achieving
professional excellence.”

~ Mr. Sudheer Pai
HR Business Manager,

Infosys Ltd.

“The need for knowledgeable, skillful and domain specialists has never been greater as
the corporate world is actively seeking management institutions for job ready
graduates. NITK management programme helps students learn to plan, implement and
evaluate business synergies in a variety of settings, including, MSME, corporations,
global organizations, community businesses and government CPSE. Students are
trained to be knowledgeable about behavior change, opportunities assessment,
promotional design and risk control and workplace management.”

~ Dr. M. K. Sharma
Corporate Communications Manager,

MRPL

“Recruiting from NITK was an initial venture for Odessa Technologies and I must say the
whole experience was quite brilliant. We focused on hiring students from Technology as
well as Management streams and found both matched the reputation of the institute. I
look forward to get on to recruitment in the future as well. Thanks are due for the
hospitality that the institute had extended to us that made the whole experience
brilliant.”

~ Mr. Alan Solomon
HR Lead,

Odessa Technologies Inc.
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Life @ NITK

Situated on the coast of the Arabian Sea, the campus at NITK Surathkal is always
abuzz with exuberant students who are enthusiastically involved in various
academic, sports and cultural activities.

The ‘Crown Jewel’ (if one can call it so) of NITK is the beach as it
happens to be the only college in the country with its own private beach.

Bharat Darshan is organized to celebrate the cultural diversity of India
with the students from different states exhibiting their art and culture.

Engineer is the Annual Technical Symposium of NITK and is one of the
largest of its kind in India. Started in 2005 as an amalgamation of many
technical fests held in NITK by its various student clubs.

The annual college fest of SoM where several exciting events are
organized, the fest includes innovative and exciting events with various
themes related to Finance, Marketing, Analytics, Operations and HR .

Marathons for various causes are organized by the students. This is
aimed at both promoting healthier lifestyle as well as raising awareness
about various causes.

Incident, the second largest cultural festival of South India attracts over
25000 footfalls every year. 'Inci' is replete with a mind-boggling array of
things and has featured amazing performances by high profile artistes.

The college offers full-fledged facilities for sports and organizes
tournaments from basketball, football, cricket etc. A new and modern
Sports Complex is under construction with modern facilities and
amenities. Events such as Crescendo and Phoenix are also organized.

Major national and international societies have set up local student
chapters at NITK. They include Indian Society for Technical Education
(ISTE), the Institution of Engineers etc. The Rotaract Club conducts
social, cultural and technical events.

The 295.35 acre residential campus is self-sufficient with shopping
complex, banks with ATM facility, post office, schools, hospital, guest
house and cafeterias.
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Life @ NITK
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Recruiters
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How to Reach?




